Student Fee Advisory Committee
March 13, 2020
Meeting Minutes

Present: Connor Strobel, Auzzsa Eaton Khajika Soyoltulga, Wiley Wilson, Ashkuor Abdulkader, Alan Doig, Darlene Esparza, Peter Trejo, Amihai Glazer, Randy Yan, Dashay Richmond

Absent: Teresa Gaspar, Amy Shine, Chico Hill

Staff: Karen Mizumoto, Jonathan Saucedo

1. Meeting called to order.


3. Budget Proposal Discussions
   a. Proposal #1 OVPTL PAA
      i. Discussion
         1. Darlene expressed concerns over the structure of PAA and how it would be used to support the students. Karen to inquire about the impact between the four different proposals.
   b. Proposal #2 Student Affairs CARE
      i. Discussion:
         1. Darlene asked for a budget break down for CARE.
   c. Proposal #3 Student Affairs Dream Center
      i. Discussion:
         1. Wiley requested change in funding from FY17-18 to FY18-19.
         2. Khajika asked how administrative funds would be dispersed, either into students’ Zot account or by check.
         3. Khajika questioned the criteria for the projects selected for the students to work on.
   d. Proposal #7 Student Affairs Counseling Center
      i. Discussion:
         1. Darlene asked for a comparison of the position to other campuses. Karen to inquire about a salary comparison.
   e. Proposal #8 Student Affairs ASUCI
      i. Discussion:
         1. Karen noted that ASUCI has carryforward to fund this request.
         2. Auzzza asked if the ASUCI can partial fund the request. Dashay mentioned the locations did not want to share the cost.
         3. Khajika asked which department would be in charge of replenishing.
   f. Proposal #10 OVPTL UCDC
      i. Discussion
1. Peter questioned the future of Housing, which Connor reassured nothing has been decided for FY20-21.
2. Khajika asked if the deposit payment deadline can be extended or more flexible.
3. Khajika asked if this proposal approved, would this affect their outreach strategy specifically for undocumented students.
4. Darlene asked for clarification on how financial aid affects participants.

**g. Proposal #11 OVPTL Psychologist Liaison**
   i. **Discussion:**
   1. Khajika asked what the Psychologist Liaison will be doing and why they did not reach out the Counseling Center. Darlene added to ask if the Counseling Center is aware of this request.

**h. Proposal #13 Nursing Student Affairs**
   i. **Discussion:**
   1. Darlene asked if they partnered with another entity, such as the Student Success Initiative, to pilot this program.

**i. Proposal #14 Education Student Affairs**
   i. **Discussion:**
   1. Khajika mentioned that many students are finding their own internships; therefore, since that is 50% of the job responsibility, would this job be necessary and is it finding more unique opportunities.
   2. Karen questioned how much relates to academic responsibilities, which would disqualify the proposal from SFAC funding. Khajika added that this is a requirement for graduation from the school and noted it is more of an administrative process.
   3. Peter asked how intensive the process is for students. Khajika clarified many internships are set in place. If students go directly to the school, they will receive a form that only needs approval from School of Education.
   4. Peter asked if there is a plan for outreach to schools outside of Irvine and are underserved.

**j. Proposal #20 SRC Student Staff**
   i. **Discussion:**
   1. Darlene asked for a list of the staff and their current responsibilities.

**k. Proposal #23 Program in Public Health**
   i. **Discussion:**
   1. Wiley asked if they are working in collaboration other centers such as Latinx, Women’s Hub, etc. as the services they would provide are similar to the services these centers provide.

**l. Proposal #24 Claire Trevor School of the Arts**
   i. **Discussion:**
   1. Khajika asked if there is a count of students planning on teaching art after graduation.
2. Dashay asked if there is a specific plan to implement use of this position in the curriculum and if it will alleviate any burden on the students.

m. Proposal #25 CARE Marketing and Communications Specialist
   i. Discussion:
      1. Darlene asked how much of their current student staff play a role in marketing and communications already.

4. Meeting adjourned.